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University’s Accreditation Reaffirmed for full 10 years!

Sullivan University has just been notified that its accreditation has been reaffirmed for another full ten years by the Commission on Colleges of SACS. This is the result of a rigorous process that required the University’s adherence to a set of Accreditation Principles and Standards. The reaffirmation was granted based on a site visit of the university, which was conducted in December 2005.

Dean Veit was a manager at Wal-Mart a little over ten years ago. Since then, he has worked in the Information Technology department at Bank of America’s infrastructure at Bank of America’s national call center in Louisville. Sullivan University’s accreditation has been reaffirmed in 2005 (the first grant of accreditation for five years) and again in 2014. This current reaffirmation is part of the regular ten year cycle of the Commission reaffirming the continued accreditation status of the University.

Greg Kamer chose Sullivan over Indiana University Southeast for his technology education, and is glad he did. Greg has worked as a systems engineer. A well-kept secret in Louisville is the place to be for making the promotion happen. The Windows Server 2003 training and Virtual Machine technologies taught at Sullivan were important skills sought by UPS.

Sullivan’s accreditation status is a pioneer in accreditation across the nation, and it was the many great faculty, administrators, and support staff who provided the on-going quality, insight and support to the entire effort. The University’s Board of Trustees and the heart and soul of the effort was Sullivan University’s president and founder.

The southern region of Kentucky is the northern most state in the Southern Association; the other states whose colleges and universities are accredited, as is Sullivan University, are: Tennessee, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas. Think of any major university in any of these eleven states and they will be accredited, as is Sullivan University, by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.

What does this mean to graduates of Sullivan University? Sullivan University’s accreditation from the Commission on Colleges of SACS adds tremendous value to your degree now and for the rest of your life. You are/will be a graduate from an institution of higher education that was able to comply with rigorous requirements regarding the quality of its faculty, facilities, learning equipment, curricula, library, student services, administrative personnel and processes and learning outcomes. This is a benefit that lasts forever and increases over time as your Sullivan degree continues to open new doors of opportunity for you and your family.

A team effort
Dr. Jim Watkins, Sullivan’s Vice President of Academic Affairs, spearheaded the reaffirmation process as the University’s liaison with the Southern Association. In addition to his excellent coordination of the entire process, the heart and soul of the effort was driven by Dr. A.R. Sullivan, University’s president and founder.

The University’s Board of Directors gave direction and support to the entire effort. The University’s System administrators provided much needed insight and support. But it was the many individuals who supported the staff, and administrators who provided the on-going quality education and support services to a very able student body that tipped the scales decisively in the direction of reaffirmation. Thanks to everyone who made this reaffirmation a major positive event in the life and history of this fine institution!

Sullivan IT Academy students are in HOT demand

Sullivan’s IT Academy graduates have continued to set a high standard for candidates who apply, and the students that have joined our local team. We are encouraged by the quality of the students that have joined our local team. We set a high standard for candidates who apply, and Sullivan University graduates have continued to hit the mark.

Jeff Biggs Vice President of Engineering for Peak 10

AN EMPLOYER COMMENTS:
“Peak 10 (formerly Xodiax) has been very pleased to have had the opportunity to recruit Sullivan graduates. We are encouraged by the quality of the students that have joined our local team. We set a high standard for candidates who apply, and Sullivan University graduates have continued to hit the mark.”

Chuck credits his Sullivan education for making the promotion happen. The Windows Server 2003 training and Virtual Machine technologies taught at Sullivan were important skills sought by UPS.

Ed Baker of the first Microsoft class in 1998, manages the national technology infrastructure at Bank of America’s national call center in Louisville. Sullivan University’s accreditation has been reaffirmed in 2005 (the first grant of accreditation for five years) and again in 2014. This current reaffirmation is part of the regular ten year cycle of the Commission reaffirming the continued accreditation status of the University.

Greg Kamer chose Sullivan over Indiana University Southeast for his technology education, and is glad he did. Greg has worked as a systems engineer. A well-kept secret in Louisville is the place to be for making the promotion happen. The Windows Server 2003 training and Virtual Machine technologies taught at Sullivan were important skills sought by UPS.

As all Sullivan IT Academy graduates will attest, Sullivan is the place to be if you’re looking for a rewarding career in Information Technology. Sullivan University invested more than $750,000 in technology to teach the latest technologies, and offers Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer, Microsoft Certified Solution Developer, and Cisco Certified Professional programs.

Sullivan students study in “Paris”

Each quarter Sullivan culinary students receive an opportunity to study with Chef Michel Boudi, CEO, CEC - President of The World of MBS (Michel Boudi International) in Paris, France. Front, Lee Daglish, Adam Stempel, Brian Neary and back, Cisco Tovar, Whitney Vaughan, Daniel Gorman, Tina Sawyer, Chef Instructor Christopher, and Jay Pinnix recently attended classes in Paris.

A GRADUATE WRITES:
Dom Schneider was a manager at Wal-Mart a little over ten years ago. Since then, he has worked in the Information Technology department at Bank of America’s infrastructure at Bank of America’s national call center in Louisville. Sullivan University’s accreditation has been reaffirmed in 2005 (the first grant of accreditation for five years) and again in 2014. This current reaffirmation is part of the regular ten year cycle of the Commission reaffirming the continued accreditation status of the University.

“Thanks to the high quality of the Microsoft Network Engineer program at Sullivan University and the expertise of my instructor, Don Justice, I was able to obtain the computing certification and complete the program with an A. The classes were challenging and not easy, and the help Don Justice gave, and Sullivan’s strong support, would not have been the same if I was on my own. I would have been placed as quickly as I was, my skills would have been used to the best of my abilities and I would not have been able to take the time to do the projects, which was required by the course.”

Sullivan’s Accreditation Reaffirmed for full 10 years!